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Executive Summary 
  

At its peak, Atlanta’s historic Westside was defined by its 

successful African American residential areas, business 

enterprises, recreational spaces, and the largest collection of 

historically black colleges and universities in the country. 

Atlanta’s celebrated group of historic Westside neighborhoods is 

nationally significant in our shared American heritage for its 

associations with banking, education, business, and the Civil 

Rights Movement.  

These once economically diverse, vibrant, and self-sustaining communities contain a wealth of 

historic places that tell critical African American stories. As such, we must all ensure that the 

Westside’s neighborhoods, its people, its stories, its historic buildings, and its esteemed institutions 

continue to thrive as guided by the needs and vision of the existing community.  

To aid in this worthy effort, the National Trust for 

Historic Preservation received a grant from the 

Arthur M. Blank Family Foundation to undertake a 

historic preservation-based assessment of seven 

Westside neighborhoods: Ashview Heights, Atlanta 

University Center, Booker T. Washington, English 

Avenue, Just Us Neighbors, Vine City, and 

Washington Park. Grounded in Atlanta’s African 

American heritage, the National Trust’s assessment 

of these seven Westside neighborhoods is closely 

aligned with the goals of the Blank Foundation’s 

Westside Neighborhood Property Fund Initiative. 

Historic preservation is a means to an end. It is an 

effective tool for neighborhood revitalization that 

serves the existing residents. On the Westside, 

while there have been earlier land-use studies and revitalization plans, including the recent Westside 

Land Use Framework Plan, the National Trust’s 2019 assessment is uniquely focused on how historic 

preservation, in combination with other transformative strategies, can contribute to the 

revitalization of the seven Westside neighborhoods.  

While earlier studies and plans featured brief mentions of historic preservation, the heart of the 

National Trust’s assessment is a set of actionable recommendations that are grounded in new 

information gathered by the Trust through research, mapping, and analysis, through physical survey 

of 2,000 historic buildings, and, most importantly, by speaking with and listening to the 

“WE BELIEVE … that catalytic, positive 
neighborhood transformation of Atlanta’s 
historic Westside communities is possible 
through strategic funding investments, 
leveraging additional resources to the 
Westside, building community and political 
will to address systemic issues of poverty 
and disinvestment, and ensuring that 
neighborhood transformation benefits all, 
especially long-time residents. 

Our collective vision is grounded in the 
history of the Westside and the aspirations of 
its long-standing residents, while also 
embracing how Atlanta is changing and 
evolving.” 

Source: Westside Neighborhood Property Fund Initiative 



neighborhoods’ existing residents, civic leaders, business owners, and other stakeholders. Our goal is 

to create recommendations that acknowledge and support the work already underway by these 

community members and their allies. To that end, the National Trust’s preservation-based 

assessment of the seven Westside neighborhoods is intended to achieve the following: 

• Help preserve the older and historic buildings that make Westside Atlanta unique, dynamic, 
and affordable by surveying, mapping, and researching the neighborhood’s rich existing 
building stock.  

• Engage the residents, local partners, and other stakeholders to envision a positive future for 
Westside Atlanta that retains the neighborhood’s historic character, diversity, and 
affordability. 

• Recommend a set of preservation-based best practices to address challenges in order to 
achieve the community-generated vision for the future of Westside Atlanta. 

• Increase awareness and support for historic preservation among Westside residents, city 
officials, and other Atlanta communities while raising national awareness of the 
neighborhoods’ important role in our nation’s past and future. 

The National Trust for Historic Preservation is a privately funded 

nonprofit organization that works in the public interest to save 

America’s diverse historic places.  

From our Atlanta Field Office, DC headquarters, and 

seven other Field Offices, the Trust takes direct, on-

the-ground action when historic places are threatened. 

Our work helps build vibrant, sustainable 

communities. We facilitate public participation in the 

preservation of historic sites, buildings, and objects of 

national significance. We advocate with governments 

to save America’s heritage, and we strive to create a 

cultural legacy that is as diverse as the nation itself so 

all of us can take pride in our part of the American 

story.  

Atlanta’s Westside is a very large, highly complicated, 

and culturally rich collection of historic neighborhoods 

with people, stories, and buildings that matter. It not 

only represents Atlanta’s history, but it also reflects the 

triumphs and struggles of other neighborhoods around 

the country. The National Trust is committed to 

listening and learning from existing residents so that 

we can make recommendations that are responsive to 

the needs and vision of the Atlanta’s Historic Westside 

community. 

 

Preservation for People 

The National Trust’s vision 
encompasses “projects that 
demonstrate the critical role of older 
and historic places in sustaining our 
cities” and encourages “historic sites to 
engage the public in contemporary 
issues and to contribute to livability, 
creativity, new understandings, and 
social cohesion.”  

Through our African American Cultural 
Heritage Action Fund, the Trust is 
committed to telling the full American 
story and to amplifying the “voices of 
those who historically have been 
silenced. No matter the approach, we 
believe every American should be able 
to see themselves, their history, and 
their potential in both our collective 
story and our national landscape.” 



 



Implementation Recommendations Summary
Ph1 Ph2 Ph3

Preserving Iconic Sites of Cultural Significance

Strategy 1: Enable Strong Stewardship of Iconic Landmarks. Empower current 

owners to save and rehabilitate the iconic landmarks in ways that help realize 

their vision and needs. 

1 2 3

Strategy 2: Permanently Protect these Iconic Sites of Exceptional Significance.
1 2

Strategy 3:  Leverage the power of place and of cultural arts programming.
2 3

Revitalizing the Martin Luther King Jr. Corridor

Strategy 1: Establish and track equitable development goals. 1

Strategy 2: Empower local community to champion and sustain long-term 

revitalization and equitable development.
1 2

Strategy 3: Support retention, growth, and development of locally-owned small 

business in older buildings. 1 2

Telling Community Stories

Strategy 1: Create programs and partnerships to facilitate community-based 

storytelling. 1 2

Strategy 2: Work with City of Atlanta and partners to create interpretation for 

each neighborhood and for key landmarks on the Westside. 1 2

Strategy 3: Provide technical and financial support and advice to complement new 

and existing local storytelling efforts. 1 2 3

Reusing Older Houses

Strategy 1: Highlight the redeemability of vacant and deteriorating historic houses. 
1

Strategy 2: Encourage improvements to older and historic homes and vacant lots.
1 2

Strategy 3: Create and preserve affordable housing by stimulating re-investment, 

rehabilitation, and reuse of older and historic buildings, as well as compatible new 

construction. 
1 2

Improving Public Policy & Community Engagement 

Strategy 1: In collaboration with neighborhood and community groups, increase 

public awareness, understanding, and support for historic preservation and 

designation in the Westside neighborhoods.

1 2

Strategy 2: Strengthen and update the Atlanta historic preservation ordinance to 

align it with best practices. 
1 2 3

Strategy 3: Make strategic changes to the zoning code to encourage diverse, 

mixed-use reuse options.
1 2 3

Projected timeline for Phase I Implementation is 18-24 months.

     Implementation
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Seven Historic 

African-American 

Neighborhoods

• English Avenue

• Vine City

• Ashview Heights

• Atlanta University Center

• Washington Park

• Just Us Neighbors

• Booker T. Washington

Boundaries of the seven neighborhoods*
*Unless otherwise noted, all photos and graphics by National Trust for 

Historic Preservation
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Assessment Metrics

• 2,684 lots surveyed

• 2,154 buildings identified as redeemable

• 500+ community stakeholders engaged 

• 50+ community meetings attended

• 15 city officials and staff interviewed

• 20+ potential partners interviewed

• 15 NTHP staff contributed from Legal, 

AACHAF, GIS, Field Services, 

Architecture, Research & Policy Lab, 

HOPE Crew, Public Affairs, Historic 

InterpretationTop: Ashview Heights streetscape                                     

Below: National Trust staff visit the Westside in June 2019 
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Assessment Methodology

• Survey and assessment of all historic buildings in 

the seven neighborhoods

• Extensive historical research for context statements 

• Research on applicable best historic preservation 

practices around the country

• Review and analysis of previous plans and surveys 

related to the seven neighborhoods

• Convene small community stakeholder groups to 

discuss building and heritage preservation

• Individual interviews to provide greater detail and 

identify potential partners
Survey and assessment was 

conducted using GIS
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Implementation Objectives 

• Respond directly to community input and vision

• Supported by extensive research, outreach, and analysis

• Highlight existing and potential partnerships

• Create impactful results that solve complex problems 
– Empower the local community to create a bright future that is resonant with the past

– Manage change in ways that are pragmatic and realistic

– Draw on best practices but tailored to the Westside

– Provide targeted funding combines with effective technical assistance

– Create multiple points of intersection

• Establish best practices to utilize beyond Atlanta

• Optimism + Urgency
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Prioritized Implementation Recommendations

• Preserving Iconic Sites of Cultural Significance

• Revitalizing the Martin Luther King, Jr. Corridor

• Telling Community Stories

• Reusing Older Houses

• Improving Public Policy and Community Engagement 
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Preserving Iconic Sites of Cultural Significance

Assessment: 

• The Westside includes iconic sites of national significance that                                                      

have also been identified by community members as telling                                              

the stories of the Westside.  

• These sites have strong potential for successful, catalytic 

redevelopment but funds and expertise are needed to support pre-

construction activities. 

Implementation:

• Identify 2-3 pilot sites to initiate rehabilitation and reactivation.

• Explore and implement effective permanent protections.

• Support owners initial phases of re-development for pilot sites. 

– NTHP technical assistance on existing grant funds (NPS, AACHAF)

– Implement new pre-construction grant fund to leverage other funds and                                    

support with technical assistance (potential HBCU grant fund)

Morris Brown College’s Fountain Hall is a 

Westside Icon  
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Revitalizing the Martin Luther King, Jr. Corridor
Assessment: 

• The MLK Corridor is valued as connective tissue                                                                         

that once served residents in a variety of ways.  

• Community members want to maintain legacy                                                                            

businesses and tell their stories, while also creating                                                                       

a cohesive commercial corridor with a diversity                                                                              

of businesses that meet the needs of today’s communities. 

Implementation:

• Conduct further research and outreach to identify                                                                          

landmarks, legacy businesses, and locations for compatible new construction to create 

equitable goals.

• Empower local community to embrace NTHP Main Street America’s unique four-point 

approach: Design, Organization, Promotion, & Economic Vitality.

• Implement micro-grant program and technical assistance to support facade and streetscape 

improvements, branding, signage, and storytelling.  

The MLK Corridor, highlighted in blue, has 

strong revitalization potential.
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Telling Community Stories

Assessment: 

• The community is concerned about the erasure of culture                                                         

resulting from the loss of places that matter deeply to them.  

• To prevent physical and cultural displacement,                                                                         

community members and civic groups want to                                                                                   

tell their own histories with a particular emphasis                                                                       

on educating young people and new residents.

Implementation:

• Create a blue ribbon Westside History Panel to empower                                                                   

the local community and gather stories. 

• Partner with local schools on a heritage education program.

• Complete a grassroots oral history program.

• Create micro-grant program with technical assistance to support community-based 

storytelling through research, interpretive signage, events, and programs.  

The Martin Luther King, Jr. Home at 220 Sunset 

Avenue in Vine City tells one story of the Westside
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Reusing Older Houses

Assessment:

• Community members are very concerned about vacant and                                                 

deteriorating houses. 

• 2100+ older and historic buildings are redeemable with relatively

minor rehab, repair, and maintenance. 

• There is a need and desire for additional affordable housing and                                                             

vacant land exists on which these units could be built.  

Implementation:

• Collaborate with ADP and WFF to:
– Identify clusters of redeemable residences, coupled with research to identify significant associated stories.

– Implement Westside-based HOPE Crew program to target redeemable buildings with community workforce 

development.

– Develop design guidelines for compatible new infill construction. 

• Create micro-grant program with technical assistance to support work on redeemable 
buildings in Washington Park neighborhood.

• Establish revolving loan fund in partnership with Georgia Trust.

A rehab-ready Westside home
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Improving Public Policy & Community 
Engagement

Assessment:

• Community members have a strong desire to protect 
their neighborhoods from demolition through designation.

• Each neighborhood is different in their approaches and they 
do not have the financial and technical resources to complete
the local landmark process.

Implementation:

• Assist neighborhoods with the highest degree of readiness to complete local district designation.
– Utilize micro-grant program with technical assistance to complete designation requirements

– Conduct targeted This Place Matters social media marketing campaign for these neighborhoods 

• Facilitate communications and relationship-building between the City, community groups, and 
property owners. 

• Align the city ordinance with best practices and provide a full and flexible range of options for 
designation, conservation, and protection of historic resources.

Stakeholder meeting with Ashview Heights 

Neighborhood Association
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Prioritized Implementation Recommendations

• Preserving Iconic Sites of Cultural Significance

• Revitalizing the Martin Luther King, Jr. Corridor

• Telling Community Stories

• Reusing Older Houses

• Improving Public Policy and Community Engagement 


